TRAIL receptor and CD95 signal to mitochondria via FADD, caspase-8/10, Bid, and Bax but differentially regulate events downstream from truncated Bid.
The death receptor ligand TRAIL arouses much interest for clinical application. We found that TRAIL receptor could induce cytochrome c (Cyt c) release from mitochondria in cells that failed to respond to CD95. Therefore, we examined whether these two closely related death receptors use different intermediates to convey the apoptotic signal to mitochondria. Dominant negative FADD, FLIP(L), or a Bid mutant lacking cleavage sites for caspase-8/10 completely inhibited Cyt c release in response to either receptor. Depletion of Bid from TRAIL- or CD95-activated cytosols blocked their capacity to mediate Cyt c release from mitochondria in vitro, whereas Bax depletion reduced it. We conclude that FADD, caspase-8/10, and caspase-cleaved Bid are required for TRAIL receptor and CD95 signaling to mitochondria, whereas Bax is a common accessory. In vitro, caspase-8 treatment of cytosol from CD95-resistant cells permitted generation of truncated Bid and its association with mitochondria. However, this cytosol impaired the ability of truncated Bid to liberate Cyt c from exogenous mitochondria. We conclude that the TRAIL receptor can bypass or neutralize the activity of cytosolic factor that blocks truncated Bid function. This may benefit the capacity of TRAIL to break apoptosis resistance in tumor cells.